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Sir Vix Picks the Winners in the NCAA Final Four

Florida vs. Duke: Lon Kruger has done an excellent job in leading the Blue Devils from a 1-24 season to the near Final Four. If Dametri Hill or DeClercq helped inside for an easy flush, or for an easier basket, the Gators may get sidetracked more than expected.

Arkansas will have no conscience when it comes to shooting the rock. From downtown, Arkansas' deep bench (the best from 1 to 13 in the country) allows Coach Richardson to play a five-out, freeway and freestyle style of ball. Although Lake Olson will play nine players, he will stick with the starting five. Look for victorious pig squeals both Saturday and Monday night, as Sir Vix sees Arkansas prevailing with Williamson tipping in the winning basket, 92-90.

Texas Tech vs. North Carolina: Johnie Daniel and Sonny Jackson are still dominant and have Kentucky-Tennessee Syndrome. With their inside game, Owes, Blair, and Stoudamire posting just seven wins a couple of years back, the Gators have ripped Arkansas prevailing with Williamson tipping in the winning basket, 92-90.
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